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Learner Resource 18 Some features of writing which 
distinguish it from the spoken mode

Lexis:
•	 Higher lexical density: more abstract nouns

•	 Different kinds of lexical bundles and collocations

•	 More content words: this might manifest itself in a wider usage of synomyms or antonyms

•	 Lexical choices will lead to a more formal register.

Grammar:
•	 Pre and post modification of noun phrases

•	 Passive constructions: fewer examples of the get-passive construction

•	 Use of the subjunctive mood (but this is increasingly rare in both speech and writing)

•	 Perhaps more noun phrases linked by apposition rather than coordination.

•	 Much less frequent use of the progressive aspect in verb phrases as compared with spoken language 

•	 Past perfect tense more common? Very little use of instantaneous present or historic present

•	 Lexical (repetition) and grammatical cohesion (anaphoric and cataphoric reference, identification) are key elements 
of deixis in written texts: think of what a speaker can do which a writer can’t! In writing, cohesion is a key element in 
giving the text coherence, i.e the perception that this is a unified entity which makes sense!

Syntax:
•	 Hypotaxis: grammatical relationships between clauses involving subordination. Therefore, lots of complex or 

compound complex sentences, involving quite lengthy complement clauses and adverbial clauses, and much more 
varied use of conjuncts

•	 Spoken language tends to use either parataxis, or rely upon coordinating clauses

•	 Foregrounding and inversion

•	 Clauses in parentheses

•	 Parallelism: repetition of either sounds, grammatical structures or meaning

•	 Phonological parallelism includes assonance, alliteration, rhyme and metre (the last two are usually elements of 
poetry)

•	 Grammatical parallelism, often found in rhetoric, means the repetition of phrases and clause structures – anaphora, 
epistrophe, rhetorical questions, hendiadys.

Features of discourse:
•	 Other rhetorical structures might be used, such as antithesis, the tricolon, synecdoche, metonymy and epizeuxis

•	 Imagery: poetic devices such as metaphor, simile and personification

•	 Organisation of discourse into paragraphs (as opposed to adjacency pairs or a three part exchange structure…)

•	 Representation of speech through reported, indirect or free indirect speech (all of which can be classed as types of 
speech representation)

•	 Narrator: 1st or 3rd person (intrusive or objective). Is there a distinct voice associated with  the narrator?

•	 Addressee: is there any sense of an implied (or explicit) reader?
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Some features which are used by prose to create voice/manner:
•	 Indication of stance through disjuncts and comments clauses, lots of modal verbs, evaluative nouns and adjectives. 

Note, however, the relative absence of discourse markers in the narrative voice, as well as back-chanelling devices, 
fillers, attention getters, vocatives, and in terms of mood, imperatives. Speech is far more interpersonal than writing

•	 Lots of mental verbs (referring to states of mind): believe, consider, think, expect, love, want, hope etc

•	 Predominance of first person pronouns

•	 Use of contractions (to represent elision in speech), including semi modal forms (he’d better/they’re gonna)

•	 Possible attempt to capture phonological elements of spoken language (especially accent, dialect, sociolect, idiolect) 
through orthographical/typographical variation.

What about the theoretical stuff?
The following might be useful:

Labov’s narrative theory, especially the different stages (can be applied to both the spoken and written modes – an 
autobiography is about telling the story of your life!).

Metafunction: The interpersonal function is clearly more important in an interview: the textual metafunction (especially 
cohesion and coherence) will perhaps be a more important consideration in a written text.

Jakobson’s typology of language function: spoken texts will show more evidence of fulfilling the phatic and metalingual 
functions of language, whereas written texts might more obviously address the poetic function.

Hasan’s Generic Structures Potential theory: both an interview and a piece of autobiographical writing will have 
obligatory and optional elements associated with that genre.

Now try and analyse the following three prose extracts, commenting upon both the ways in which they attempt 
to represent spoken language and the stylistic and linguistic features which indicate the written mode.

An extract from Skagboys by Irving Welsh (2012). Here the narrator, who is a drug addict, is faced with either a prison 
sentence or signing up to a rehabilitation programme.

The copper stares at us in utter contempt………

………. The other polisman, a louche, slightly effeminate-looking blonde boy, is playing the benign role. -Just tell us who 
gives you that stuff, Mark. Come on pal, give us some names. You’re a good lad, far too sensible tae get mixed up in aw 
this nonsense, he shakes his heid and then looks up at me, lip curled doon thoughfully, -Aberdeen University, no less.

-But if ye check yi’ll find that ah’m oan the program…at the clinic likes.

-Bet these student birds bang like fuck! In they halls ay residence. It’ll be shaggin aw the time in thair, eh pal, the Pudding 
Basin Heided Cunt goes.

-Just one name, Mark. C’mon pal, begs Captain Sensible.

-Ah telt ye, ah say, as sincerely as ah kin, -ah see this boy up at the bookies, ah jist ken him as Olly. Dinnae even know if 
that’s his right name. Gen up. The staff at the clinic’ll confirm-

-Ah suppose prison’s like the halls ay residence, apart fae one thing, Pudding Basin goes, -no much chance ay a ride thair. 
At least, he laughs, -no the sort ay ride ye’d want, anywey! 
-Just gie the clinic a quick phone, ah beg.
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-If ah hear the word ‘clinic’ come out ay your mooth again, son…

They keep this shite gaun fir a bit, till a legal aid lawyer, whae’s been appointed for us, thankfully comes in tae end the 
torment. The polis leave n the lawyer gadge gies us the news ah want tae hear. …………

………

Nothing’s certain at all these days. It doesn’t look good though, does it? These were monies collected by an elderly 
shopkeeper for an animal welfare charity.

-Ye pit it like that...ah feel ma shoodirs hunch north in acknowledgement.

The boy takes his specks off. Rubs at the indentations they’ve left oan the side ay his beak. -On one hand the 
Government are encouraging the authorities to come down hard on drug use, on the other they’re acknowledging the 
growing problem of heroin addiction in the community. So there is the strong chance of a custodial sentence if you 
don’t co-operate with this rehab program. Your parents are outside, and have been informed of the situation. What do 
you want to do?

Decisions, decisions.

-Ah’ll sign up.

An extract from Lord of the Flies (1954). Set on a tropical island where a plane of schoolboys has crashed, the character 
Simon has a fit and is confronted by the terrifying voice of the Lord of the Flies.

“Well then,” said the Lord of the Flies, “you’d better run off and play with the others. They think you’re batty.You don’t want 
Ralph to think you’re batty, do you? You like Ralph a lot, don’t you? And Piggy, and Jack?” 

Simon’s head was tilted slightly up. His eyes could not break away and the Lord of the Flies hung in space before him.

“What are you doing out here all alone? Aren’t you afraid of me?” 

Simon shook.

“There isn’t anyone to help you. Only me. And I’m the Beast.” 

Simon’s mouth laboured, brought forth audible words.

“Pig’s head on a stick.” 

“Fancy thinking the Beast was something you could hunt and kill!” said the head. For a moment or two the forest and all 
the other dimly appreciated places echoed with the parody of laughter. “You knew, didn’t you? I’m part of you? Close, 
close, close! I’m the reason why it’s no go. Why things are what they are?” 

The laughter shivered again.

“Come now,” said the Lord of the Flies. “Get back to the others and we’ll forget the whole thing.” 

Simon’s head wobbled. His eyes were half-closed as though he were imitating the obscene thing on the stick.He knew 
that one of his times was coming on. The Lord of the Flies was expanding like a balloon.

“This is ridiculous. You know perfectly well you’ll only meet me down there-so don’t try to escape!” 

Simon’s body was arched and stiff. The Lord of the Flies spoke in the voice of a schoolmaster.

“This has gone quite far enough. My poor, misguided child, do you think you know better than I do?” 
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There was a pause.

“I’m warning you. I’m going to get waxy. D’you see?

You’re not wanted. Understand? We are going to have fun on this island. Understand? We are going to have fun on this 
island! So don’t try it on, my poor misguided boy, or else--”

 Simon found he was looking into a vast mouth. There was blackness within, a blackness that spread.

“-Or else,” said the Lord of the Flies, “we shall do you. See? Jack and Roger and Maurice and Robert and Bill and Piggy and 
Ralph. Do you. See?” 

Simon was inside the mouth. He fell down and lost consciousness.

An extract from Buddha Da by Anne Donovan. Here, the narrator, Anne-Marie, describes a visit to a newborn baby with 
her father, Jimmy, who is a Buddhist. They are accompanied by three Buddhist monks who believe the baby is a new 
‘lama’ or spiritual leader. The book is set in Scotland.

She opened the door of the livin room and we trooped in. In the middle of the flair wis a Moses basket, draped in pink 
frilly covers.

‘Whit did they call the wean?’ says ma da.

‘Olivia,’ says the wifie.

‘Olivia. At’s nice.’

‘Aye, it’s a nice enough name but ah don’t know how they couldna have cried her efter sumbdy in the family. Still, young 
yins nooadays, dae things their ain way.’

‘How auld?’

‘Wan week the day.’

We all stared at the baby, well no at her exactly since you could only see a glimpse of skin between the frilly stuff and a 
wee white hat. Ah wandered when ma da was gonnae start his speil about the wean being the new lama. He shuffled 
fae one foot tae the other, lookin at the lamas, who stood smiling at the wean in the cradle.

Then she opened her eyes and looked at us. Ah’ve never seen a newborn baby afore and ah thought they couldnae 
focus, yet this wee yin looked straight at us as if she knew everythin, could see right through you.

‘Bright as a wee button, in’t she?’ says the granny.

‘That wean has been here afore,’ ma da says solemnly.

At this the wee lama pipes up. ‘Yes, he is the reincarnation of the twenty-ninth lama of the lineage of the Gyatso Luckche 
dynasty.’

The wifie nods at him. ‘Whit’s he on?’

‘It’s a bit complicated. You see, they’re lamas, fae Tibet. And wee Olivia, has been picked by them tae… well, she’s very 
special.’ Da says.

‘You can say that again,’ says the granny. ‘She’s a beautiful wean, right enough, good as gold. Never cries.’

‘His nature is like the bright suns. One of the signs,’ says Ally.
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 ‘But whit is it she’s been picked for? Sharon wis gonnae enter her for that Evenin Times Beautiful Baby competition, but ah 
don’t think the closing date’s tae next week.’

‘Well, no, it’s no exactly a beauty competition. It’s mair… spiritual beauty.’

‘Spiritual beauty?’ The wifie looked at the lamas, her eyes narrowin a bit.

‘His spirit is clear like running water,’ says Hammy, and the others nodded.

‘Haud on a minute. Whit’s gaun on here? Who are these guys?’

‘They’re lamas. Holy men.’

‘Are youse anything tae dae wi the Mormons?’

‘Perhaps, Jimmy, you could explain the lineage of this beautiful boy whose eyes are like stars which will light the world.’

Ah wis beginning to get fed up wi this stuff.

‘Perhaps, Da, you could explain to the lamas that a wean in a cot with pink frilly covers isnae a boy.’

Ally shook his heid. ‘I’m very sorry, Jimmy, but the baby we are looking for is a boy.’ He turned tae the wifie and bowed. 
‘We are very sorry but this baby is not the one. Please accept our blessing.’
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